Wobble Chair Exercises
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1. Take a full inhale. Shift pelvis & stomach toward
right knee.
2. Shift pelvis straight back as far as possible from right
knee. Exhale deeply.
3.Take a full inhale. Shift pelvis & stomach toward left
knee.
4. Shift pelvis straight back as far as possible from left
knee, returning to starting position. Exhale deeply.
5.Repeat figure 8 motion slowly for 5-10 minutes.
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Wobble Chair Warm–Ups
Warm-Up #1

Getting Started:

Warm-Up #2
When starting your
warm up routine, it is
intended that beginners
perform half the
repetitions suggested in
the directions.
Remember, each
person is different in
their spinal
configuration and their
comfort level with the
movements. If you feel
any pain, suffer an
injury or aggravation,
discontinue warm-ups
and visit your clinician
immediately to receive
clearance to resume.

1. Sit on chair, hands on thighs
or hold onto chair arms.
2. Inhale while pushing stomach
out and looking up at ceiling
(curving low back) .
3. Hold for count of 5.
4. Exhale completely, bend
forward towards knees looking
at floor (arching low back).
5. Hold for count of 5.
6. Start with 5 repetitions and
work up to 10 repetitions.

1. Sit on chair, posture erect,
stomach out, chin up with both
hands above head
(inside of arms touching
ears, if possible) .
2. Bend from waist, as far RIGHT
as possible.
3. Without stopping, bend from
waist, as far LEFT as possible.
4. Keep movements fluid.
5. Start with 5 repetitions and
work up to 10.

Warm -Up #3
1. Sit on chair, posture erect,
stomach out, chin up with arms
hanging at your sides.
2. Bend from waist, as far LEFT
as possible.
3. Without stopping, bend from
waist, as far RIGHT as
possible.
4. As you become more mobile
add some speed.
5. 1Start with 5 repetitions and
work up to 10.
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Wobble Chair Warm-Ups
Continued
Warm-Up #4

1. Sit on chair, posture erect,
stomach out, chin up with
both elbows raised level with
shoulders, finger tips
touching.
2. Bend from waist, as far LEFT
as possible.
3. Without stopping, bend from
waist, as far RIGHT as
possible.
4. As you become more mobile
add some speed.
5. Start with 5 repetitions and
work up to 10.

Warm-Up #5

1. Sit on chair, posture erect,
stomach out, chin up with
both hands cupped behind
head.
2. Gently tilt the upper body as
far LEFT as possible.
3. Without stopping, gently tilt
the upper body as far RIGHT
as possible.
4. As you become more mobile
add some speed.
5. Start with 5 repetitions and
work up to 10.

Getting Started:

When starting your warm
up routine, it is intended
that beginners perform half
the repetitions suggested
in the directions.

Remember, each person is
different in their spinal
configuration and their
comfort level with the
movements. If you feel any
pain, suffer an injury or
aggravation, discontinue
warm-ups and visit your
clinician immediately to
receive clearance to
resume.
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Warm-Up #6

1. Sit on chair, posture erect,
stomach out, chin up with
both elbows raised level
with shoulders, finger tips
touching.
2. Slowly turn from the waist
to the LEFT with the head
turning to look backward.
3.Without stopping, turn from
the waist to the RIGHT with
the head turning to look
backward.
4. Keep movements fluid This
exercise is ALWAYS
performed last. Start with
10 repetitions and work up
to 25.
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